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The  and Me
FROM THE COLLECTION

Some things become so
central to our lives it is
difficult to ever imagine a
time without them. The
BBC, and the televisions
in our living rooms are
certainly some of these
things. But there was a
time when it was all new
to us, cautiously finding its
way into our national
consciousness.

Anything that triggers a childhood memory can stop us in our tracks, and for many of
us the BBC has been a constant companion. My elder brother remembers ‘Billy Bean
and his Funny Machine’ and I think I do, but I feel more secure about Muffin the Mule.
However, I have no doubts at all about reeling off - Monday: Picture Book, Tuesday:
Andy Pandy, Wednesday: The Flowerpot Men, Thursday: Rag, Tag and Bobtail, Friday:
The Woodentops - or remembering a strong preference for Bill and Ben. I
remember being completely thrilled by Doctor Who, momentarily transported into
alternate realities, though I think the back of the sofa is as far as I went to escape the
Daleks. It might not surprise you to know that to this day the BBC own the rights to
the iconic police box.

Blue Peter or Magpie? Unless you’re a certain age this is probably a meaningless
question, but it used to be the children’s television equivalent of ‘Are you a Beatles
or a Rolling Stones fan?’ - Blue Peter, Beatles, and BBC were bland whilst Magpie,
Rolling Stones, and ITV were in your face.
ITV had wanted something to set against the very successful Blue Peter so
produced a programme with very similar content in a very slightly edgier format. Of
course, the characterisation wasn’t really accurate about either the programmes or
the groups, but accuracy was never the real point. It was about choosing the tribe in
which you felt most comfortable. I was predisposed to enjoy the Goodies and
Fawlty Towers because I’m Sorry I’ll Read that Again was the key radio programme
of my secondary school years even if a lot of the background noise came from
Radio 1. (Except when we were en route to our holiday when we listened to the
test match. Ken Barrington figured very largely in those journeys.)

For almost 100 years - it was founded in 1922 - the BBC has given us a sound and
visual accompaniment to everyday life. From a few hours a day to begin with it
quickly grew to be a trusted lynch pin of national life. So much so that on April
Fool’s day in 1976 the BBC convinced many listeners that a special alignment of the
planets would temporarily decrease gravity on Earth. Phone lines were flooded with
callers who claimed they felt the effects.

At some point, though it’s impossible to know when, the BBC became Auntie - a
faintly derogatory shorthand to suggest it was officious, prim and puritan - which
was a slur both on the BBC and most aunts. What was and is true is that the BBC
has always had a larger ambition than simple commercial success - it has tried to
live out its mission statement "to act in the public interest, serving all audiences
through the provision of impartial, high-quality and distinctive output and services
which inform, educate and entertain”.
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It is hard to overstate the contribution of the BBC over the years. It is one of the
best ambassadors the country has. The world service is globally recognised as a
source of trustworthy news. Our governments have often seemed in thrall to
vested partisan interests, but the news coming from the BBC has still been trusted.
The benefit of this soft power is incalculable. It has been challenging - the
controversies raised by The Singing Detective, Cathy Come Home, the current
material associated with Black Lives Matter feed directly into our national
conversation. It has been illuminating - Civilisation, The Ascent of Man, almost
anything by David Attenborough has opened our eyes to a larger world than we
would otherwise have known. It has been a focus of generosity - Red Nose Day,
Children in Need, Live Aid and many others have all given the public the chance to
put their money where their heart is. It has been glue - one very old example - in
1967 (pre video recording) the Forsyte Saga was so popular that churches changed
the time of evensong so that congregations wouldn’t be forced to choose between
the service and the next episode.

It has been essential - during WWII it was the source of news and information, as it
was during the Falklands War, as it was during the Iraq war, when Princess Diana
died it was a focus for people’s grief, as it is now during Coronavirus. It would not be
so important if it were simply a government mouth piece. By speaking truth to
power, by holding our leaders to account it can give light even in dark times.

In fact, the BBC have taken the stance so seriously they have a dedicated show
‘Feedback’ that allows listeners to openly criticise its reporting.
I was reading a book a while ago, for parts of it I was nodding my head in
agreement and for parts I wished the writer was there so I could argue with him.
This is how I feel about the BBC. I don’t enjoy all of the programmes and some I flat
out disagree with… but I do trust it. I think the vast majority of its reporters are
doing the best they can to be as truthful and fair-minded as they can be sometimes their prejudices show through but I would rather have my news brought
to me by human beings with a moral compass than people who are toeing a party
line. I have a deep respect for many of the BBC’s reporters and programme makers
- how can their foreign correspondents be so brave.
Despite spending many an evening lamenting the lack of anything on tv that
I want to watch I think I will always be a fan of the BBC.

DID YOU KNOW?
1 in 16 adults around the world makes use of BBC news.
On one day in 1930, the BBC went on the air and
announced “there is no news” and played piano music.
The BBC is the largest broadcasting organisation in
the world employing over 35,000 staff.

Library book

RECOMMENDATIONS

This New Noise
– Charlotte Higgins
The Story of Broadcasting House
– Mark Hines
Auntie’s War
– Edward Stourton
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WORD WHEEL:

Try to create as many words as possible with
the letters in the word wheel. You can only
use each letter once and every word must
include the letter in the centre of the wheel.
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“I got offered a TV with a broken sound
system for £50, I couldn’t turn it down!”

COFFEE
CONUNDRUM:

Would you rather always have
repeats of your favourite
programmes or have something
new to choose from each time
you turned on the television?

RIDDLE:
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T
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ANAGRAM:
‘devout handbag riot’
Clue: A great naturalist...

If you drop me I’m sure to crack, but give me a smile
and I’ll always smile back. What am I?

DIFFICULT

EASY

Use number 1-9 to complete
each box and each line.
Never repeat a number within
the same box or line.

SUDOKU

WORDSEARCH

WORD
LIST

Television
Studio
Camera
Auntie
Feedback

Radio
Broadcast
News
BBC
Drama

THE WORDSWORTH
LEARNING

ARTICULATION

Your mind is a dictionary, create
a new entry and use it this
week.

A warm-up for the Lips, the
teeth and the tip of the tongue.

‘Quidditative’
(KUI-di-tay-tiv)
adjective

Definition: Relating to the
essential nature of something
or someone.
Etymology: From Latin quid
(what), which also gave us
quidnunc, quid pro quo, and
quiddity. Earliest documented
use: 1600.

MEMORY
Learn this short poem and
challenge yourself to recite it From
memory.
Hours of staring at TV screens
Can blow our brains to smithereens
Why not read some poems and fiction
And lay to rest this tube addiction.
by Stanley Cooper.

Imagine an imaginary
menagerie manager
managing an imaginary
menagerie.

IMAGINATION
A word without meaning, create
something new by adding your
own definition:

Chucknology

QUESTIONS

QUIZ

TIME!

Q1. When was the BBC founded?
Q2. What proportion of adults makes use of BBC news around the
world?

Q3. What did the BBC claim would happen on 1st April 1967?
Q4. The BBC has a show dedicated to complaints, what is it called?
Q5. What did the BBC announce one evening in 1930?
Q6. What was the BBC affectionately also known as?
Q7. How many people do the BBC employ
(to the nearest 1000)?

Q8. In 1967 churches across the country

had to change the time of their evensong
service because of which BBC show?

Q9. What unusual item does the
BBC hold the rights to?

Q10. In what year did Doctor Who first
air on the BBC?

SOLUTIONS
SUDOKU:

WORDSEARCH:

EASY

DIFFICULT

RIDDLE
SOLVED:
A mirror

ANSWERS

QUIZ

TIME!

A1. 1922
A2. 1 in 16
A3. A special alignment

of the planets would
temporarily decrease
gravity on Earth

ANAGRAM
SOLVED:
David
Attenborough

A4. Feedback
A5. "There is no news”
A6. Auntie
A7. 35,000
A8. The Forsyte Saga
A9. The Police Box
A10. 1963

Mindful Moments
Mindful Seeing
Being surrounded by beauty can elevate your mood. It is one
of the reasons why short walks in stunning locations or visiting
art galleries are such pleasurable experiences. It is important
to take notice of the things that we see, taking time to
appreciate their various aspects and their impact on us.
It is a simple exercise, requiring only a window with some kind
of a view.
Step 1: Find a space at a window where there are sights to
be seen outside;
Step 2: Look at everything there is to see. Avoid labelling
and categorizing what you see outside the window; instead of
thinking “bird” or “stop sign,” try to notice the colours, the
patterns, or the textures;
Step 3: Pay attention to the movement of the grass or
leaves in the breeze. Notice the many different shapes present
in this small segment of the world you can see. Try to see the
world outside the window from the perspective of someone
unfamiliar with these sights;
Step 4: Be observant, but not critical. Be aware, but not
fixated;
Step 5: If you become distracted, gently pull your mind
away from those thoughts and notice a colour or shape again
to put you back in the right frame of mind.

Simply Relax It’s just colouring in...

